Detail from *The First Language*, 1981
The First Language by Nancy Spero is a language of female images. Text has appeared alongside images in Spero's work for more than ten years, but in The First Language her figurative notation system communicates eloquently without the addition of written words. The theme of The First Language is the triumph of the female sex over violence and repression, as a metaphor for the resilience of the human spirit.

Though Spero is often involved with political issues in her work, the extent of her outrage and the rawness of her expression are rare in contemporary political art. The Vietnam War prompted her to make over 100 drawings between 1966 and 1970, some depicting bombs "shitting," others visually identifying the bomb with the male phallic. Only after she had completed the series did the artist discover that military slang corresponded to her imagery. With the Codex Artaud series of 1971-72, Spero began her current practice of putting together sheets of handmade paper to form a continuous frieze. Spero was initially attracted to working on paper as opposed to painting with oil on canvas, because it was not only more immediate but also represented a private act of defiance against traditional methods and materials. Formal precedents for Spero's extended horizontal format can be found in Greek friezes and Egyptian wall paintings, which are also sources for some of her imagery. In the Artaud works, ideographic drawings of male and female figures are interspersed among typed passages by the 20th century French poet, Antonin Artaud. As Spero explained in a recent interview, "Artaud was a pariah in his society, Personality wise, in his writing, his ideas and thought. And in a sense I felt that way myself, as a woman artist in the art community...that I was far afield of what was mainstream or what was acceptable. I identified with this extreme language of Artaud in trying to identify myself as an artist in my society."

At a time when impersonal Minimalist and Pop art styles prevailed, Spero's work—its shocking content and casual, ephemeral look (the unframed scrolls are merely tacked to the wall)—restricted her reputation primarily to feminist art circles. She became more widely known only in recent years, as the art world has once again embraced figuration and admitted protest art into the mainstream. For the past decade, Spero has represented the human condition by focusing exclusively on women. In The Torture of Women, 1976, Spero scatters archetypal images of women, borrowed from the entire history of art as well as from popular culture, among ancient mythical and actual modern accounts of barbaric cruelty perpetrated on women.

In her 1981 epic work, The First Language (22 inches high and 190 feet long), Spero repeats many of the images from The Torture of Women. A line drawing of the obsessed and athletic Greek goddess Artemis, is placed next to a modern roller skater; a volumetric representation in painted collage of the prehistoric fertility figure, the Venus of Willendorf, is juxtaposed with repeated hand-stamped adaptations of the Egyptian sky goddess and protectress, Nut. Through unexpected juxtapositions, disjunctures in scale and variations in style, Spero is able to sustain a visual excitement throughout the entire length of the scroll. Although there is a definite, rhythmic progression from right to left, Spero does not create a strict "cinematic" narrative. Instead, the drawing progresses in a general way from portrayals of female victims of rape and war in earlier panels toward a final celebration of the graceful, athletic female as a symbol of survival and freedom.

Ironically, Spero is sometimes cited as a precursor of contemporary American Neo-Expressionism and graffiti art, but her work has no connection with the intentions of such young artists as Julian Schnabel (MATRIX 52) and David Salle. Spero views much of the new figurative art as masculine and aggressive, qualities alien to her own work. Though Spero knows that art rarely has the power to effect political change, she nonetheless is committed to a form of art in which she communicates her social concerns to those who will stop and look.

Spero was born in 1926 in Ohio. She met and married Leon Golub (MATRIX 59) while attending the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, from which she graduated in 1949. She and her family (Spero and Golub raised three sons) spent several years in Paris before moving to New York in 1964.
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